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Abstract
Introduction: The eighth edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) melanoma
staging system was implemented in the United States on 1 January 2018.
Areas covered: This article provides an overview of important changes in the eighth edition
AJCC staging system from the seventh edition based on analyses of a large international
melanoma database. The clinical implications of these changes for melanoma treatment are also
discussed.
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Expert commentary: A standardized and contemporary cancer staging system that facilitates
accurate risk stratification is essential to guide patient treatment. The eighth edition of the AJCC
staging system is currently the most widely accepted approach to melanoma staging and
classification at initial diagnosis.
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1.

Introduction
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The incidence of cutaneous melanoma in the United States has continued to rise by ~3% per
year over the past few decades [1]. The majority of patients with early-stage (I and II)
melanoma have an overall favorable prognosis. Patients with stage III melanoma have a
prognosis that is rather heterogeneous, and those with stage IV melanoma have historically
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had a very poor prognosis. Major advances in the treatment options with the introduction of
molecularly targeted and immunotherapies have resulted in improved survival for patients
with locoregionally advanced and metastatic melanoma [2–5], and more recently for patients
in the adjuvant setting [6,7]. A thorough knowledge and understanding of prognostic factors
and staging of cutaneous melanoma is crucial for initial patient assessment and treatment
sequencing and planning, as well as in the development of surveillance strategies and
clinical trial design and analysis.
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As our understanding of melanoma biology has improved, the melanoma staging system has
been revised a number of times. The seventh edition American Joint Committee on Cancer
(AJCC) staging system for cutaneous melanoma was implemented in 2010 following its
introduction in 2009 [8,9]. The eighth edition AJCC staging system for cutaneous melanoma
was implemented nationwide in the United States on 1 January 2018 [10,11]. Based on
analyses of a large international melanoma database, the Melanoma Expert Panel made key
changes in the new staging system from the former seventh edition to improve staging and
prognostication, risk stratification and selection of patients for clinical trials [10–12]. Details
of the composition of the database can be found online in the supporting information section
of reference 11.
Here, we review the most important changes in the new AJCC melanoma staging system and
their implications for the management of patients with cutaneous melanoma.

2.

Highlights of the eighth edition of the AJCC melanoma staging system

Author Manuscript

The eighth edition AJCC melanoma staging system TNM categories are outlined in Tables
1–3 (juxtaposed with the seventh edition staging system) and the stage groupings are
outlined in Tables 4 and 5.
2.1.

Changes to the T category criteria
For the analyses of the international melanoma database which informed the eighth edition
AJCC staging system, patients with primary melanoma without evidence of regional or
distant metastatic disease were stratified into 8 T subcategories (T1a-T4b) (Table 1, Figure
1). Patients with T1 melanomas were included in these analyses if they had clinical or
pathological T1N0 melanomas. Patients with T2-T4 melanomas were included only if they
underwent lymphatic mapping and sentinel lymph node (SLN) biopsy and had no tumorcontaining SLNs, and no microsatellites, satellites, or in-transit metastases at diagnosis or
upon completion of initial treatment (pN0 melanoma).
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Primary tumor (Breslow) thickness [13] and ulceration [14,15] continue to represent
important prognostic factors for survival and define T-category strata in cutaneous
melanoma. In the eighth edition, tumor thickness is to be measured to the nearest 0.1mm,
not the nearest 0.01 mm (as in prior editions). In the eighth edition, the T category continues
to be defined by melanoma thickness thresholds of 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 mm. Thus, tumors
measuring from 0.95 to 1.04 mm would be rounded to 1.0 mm (i.e. T1b) in the eighth
edition. Previously, a subset of these melanomas measuring 1.01–1.04 would have been
staged as T2 (a: w/o ulceration, b: with ulceration) in the seventh edition [9,10]. The clinical
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implication, if any, of this small subset of patients who are down-staged under the eighth
edition, has not yet been formally explored [16].
Prior studies have suggested a clinically relevant threshold in the region of 0.7–0.8 mm in
patients with T1 melanoma [14,16]. In the eighth edition AJCC analyses of the T1
melanoma patient cohort, multivariable analyses of factors predictive of melanoma-specific
survival (MSS) [i.e. tumor thickness, ulceration, mitotic rate as a dichotomous variable (<1
mitosis/mm2 vs ≥1 mitosis/mm2)] found that tumor thickness dichotomized as <0.8 mm and
0.8–1.0 mm and ulceration were better predictors of MSS than mitotic rate (as a
dichotomous variable) [10,11]. Thus, the definitions of T1a and T1b have been revised such
that T1a melanomas include those <0.8 mm without ulceration while T1b melanomas
include those 0.8–1 mm with or without ulceration and those <0.8 mm with ulceration.
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Although mitotic rate, defined as mitoses per square millimeter, remains a major
determinant of prognosis in melanomas of all thickness categories [17–21], it is no longer
used as a T-category criterion in the eighth edition of the AJCC melanoma staging system
but should be documented for all patients [10].
2.2.

Changes to the N category criteria
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In the eighth edition staging system, the N category reflects the number and extent of tumorinvolved regional nodes, and extent of non-nodal regional metastasis (Table 2, Figure 2).
Regional lymph nodes represent the most common first site of metastasis in patients with
primary melanoma. Patients without clinical or radiographic evidence of regional lymph
node metastasis but who have tumor-involved regional nodal metastasis found at SLN
biopsy are defined as having ‘clinically occult’ nodal metastasis (termed ‘microscopic’
nodal metastasis in the seventh edition). Those with ‘clinically detected’ nodal metastasis
are patients with tumor-involved regional lymph nodes detected by clinical or radiographic
examination (termed ‘macroscopic’ nodal metastasis in the seventh edition).
Patients with clinically occult nodal metastasis represent the majority of patients with
regional metastasis at diagnosis [10] and generally have better survival than those with
clinically evident disease (Figure 2b) [22–26]. In these patients, nodal status is a dominant
independent predictor of survival [11]. Thus, lymphatic mapping and SLN biopsy constitute
important components of melanoma staging to identify occult regional lymph node (stage
III) disease among patients who present with clinical stage IB or II cutaneous melanoma.
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The number of tumor-involved lymph nodes is also an important predictor of survival
(Figure 2b) [11]. Until recently, completion lymph node dissection (CLND) has generally
been recommended and performed for patients with a positive SLN biopsy, based in part on
results of the Multicenter Selective Lymphadenectomy Trial (MSLT-I) [27], as pathological
information from the CLND may contribute important nodal staging and prognostic
information to further guide clinical decision-making with respect to adjuvant systemic
therapy. However, the recently reported results of the DeCOG-SLT [28] and MSLT-II [29]
trials have already been practice-changing [30]. These two multicenter randomized
controlled trials were designed to address whether immediate CLND improves survival in
patients with clinically occult nodal regional node metastasis compared to nodal
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observation; neither study demonstrated an overall survival difference. Future staging
systems and prognostic models will likely need to be revised as fewer immediate CLNDs are
performed for patients with a positive SLN going forward with the resultant loss of CLNDassociated staging and prognostic information in order to better guide clinical decisionmaking regarding adjuvant systemic therapies.
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The presence of non-nodal regional (microsatellite, satellite, or in-transit) metastases have
been associated with adverse prognosis [31–34] and also represent an N-category criterion in
the eighth Edition AJCC staging system (Table 2). Microsatellites are defined as any
microscopic focus of metastatic tumor cells in the skin or subcutis adjacent or deep to but
discontinuous from the primary tumor [10]. Satellite metastases are classically defined as
any foci of clinically evident cutaneous and/or subcutaneous metastases occurring within 2
cm of but discontinuous from the primary melanoma. In-transit metastases are classically
defined as clinically evident cutaneous and/or subcutaneous metastases occurring >2 cm
from the primary melanoma in the region between the primary melanoma and the regional
lymph node basin. In the eighth edition analyses, microsatellites, satellites, and in-transit
metastases are associated with similar survival outcomes and were grouped together for
staging purposes (Figure 2c).
2.3.

Changes to the M category criteria
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Patients with stage IV melanoma have historically had poor prognosis with median survival
from time of initial stage IV diagnosis of 6–7.5 months and 5-year survival of <10% [35–
37]. However, since the introduction of the seventh edition AJCC staging system in 2010,
the landscape of treatment options and prognosis for patients with stage IV melanoma has
and continues to rapidly evolve with marked gains made. The Melanoma Expert Panel
concluded that it was premature to perform a broad-based analytic initiative based on new
data from patients treated in recent years for the eighth edition AJCC staging system. In the
eighth edition, no M stage subgroups were proposed, although revisions to the M category
have been implemented as described below.
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The site of distant metastases remains the primary component of the M category (Table 3).
The M category definitions are based both on site of distant metastatic disease and serum
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) level. Patients with non-visceral distant metastasis (distant
cutaneous, subcutaneous, nodal) are categorized as M1a and have a relatively better
prognosis than those with distant metastases to other sites [35,38,39]. Those with lung
metastasis are categorized as M1b and have an intermediate prognosis. Patients with noncentral nervous system (CNS) visceral metastases have worse prognosis and are categorized
as M1c. M1c no longer includes CNS metastasis. A new M1d designation was added that
encompasses patients with distant metastasis to the CNS with or without any other distant
sites of disease to reflect the poor prognosis of these patients [40,41] and to facilitate clinical
trial design and analysis.
Descriptors have been added to each M1 subcategory to designate serum LDH level (‘0’ for
‘not elevated’ and ‘1’ for ‘elevated’). Although LDH remains an adverse predictor of
survival [42–48], elevated LDH no longer automatically categorizes a patient as M1c.
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Changes to clinical stage groups
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Definitions of clinical stage groups are unchanged between the seventh and eighth edition
AJCC melanoma staging systems (Table 4). In the eighth edition, clinical staging includes
microstaging after biopsy of the primary melanoma and following clinical and radiographic
evaluation (and biopsies as appropriate) for regional and distant metastatic disease.
2.5.

Changes to pathological stage I and II subgroups
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With respect to pathological stage I and II subgroupings, these remain largely unchanged
between the seventh and eighth edition AJCC staging systems (Table 5, Figure 3). The
exception is that the definition of stage IA and IB subgroups are refined such that patients
with pathological T1bN0M0 melanoma are included in the pathological stage IA subgroup
and not the pathological stage IB subgroup as in the seventh edition. This change reflects the
overall better prognosis of patients with T1b melanoma with pathologically negative nodes
compared to patients with T1b melanoma with clinically negative nodes (some of whom will
have pathological positive nodes). Five-year and 10-year MSS rates in the former
(pT1bN0M0) group is better (99% and 96%, respectively) compared to the latter
(cT1bN0M0) group (97% and 93%, respectively) [11].
2.6.

Changes to pathological stage III subgroups
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In the seventh edition AJCC staging system, stage III subgroups were defined by both
primary tumor ulceration and regional lymph node factors (number of nodes involved,
microscopic vs macroscopic node involvement). For the eighth edition analysis, the
Melanoma Expert Panel tested the hypothesis that more accurate prognostic stage subgroups
could be obtained by both T category (i.e. adding tumor thickness along with ulceration) and
N-category (number of tumor-involved lymph nodes, whether they were clinically detected
or clinically occult, and the presence of microsatellite, satellite, and/or in-transit metastases)
factors. Based on these analyses, the Melanoma Expert Panel stratified patients with stage III
melanoma into 4 subgroups in the eighth edition (Figures 4 and 5).
2.7.

Pathological stage IV group
Although changes were made to the M category criteria in the eighth edition (see above
section 2.3), there are no stage subgroups for patients with distant (stage IV) melanoma
metastasis.

2.8.

Staging patients following neoadjuvant therapy
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Neoadjuvant therapy is being increasingly explored in patients with locoregionally advanced
and oligo-metastatic melanoma and in subsets of patients in early phase clinical trials
enabled surgical resection [49–55]. Results such as these have generated much excitement
about developing neoadjuvant strategies for melanoma patients with locally advanced and
metastatic disease. To stage patients following neoadjuvant treatment, the eighth edition
AJCC staging system includes approaches to classification after definitive systemic or
radiation therapy (ycTNM) or after neoadjuvant therapy followed by planned surgery
(ypTNM) [56].
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The eighth edition AJCC staging system also includes a classification schema for patients
who recur (rTNM) that is divided into ‘r-clinical’ (rcTNM) and ‘r-pathological’ (rpTNM)
and which will potentially facilitate improved characterization of an individual’s extent of
disease during their melanoma disease course [56].

3.

Expert commentary
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Overall, the contemporary patient cohort examined in the eighth edition AJCC analyses had
higher survival stage for stage compared to those for the sixth and seventh editions (Figures
1, 3, and 4). This is not only due to more accurate nodal staging and risk stratification, but
also to changes in the definitions of TNM and pathological stage groupings in the eighth
edition AJCC staging system. Here we discuss some of the implications of the eighth edition
AJCC staging system for cutaneous melanoma.
3.1.

Implications of changes to the T category criteria

Author Manuscript

Among the differences in the T category criteria between the seventh and eighth editions, the
changes in the definitions of T1a and T1b may potentially lead to greater number of patients
undergoing SLN biopsy. In the eighth edition AJCC staging system, patients with T1b
melanoma include many who in the seventh edition would have previously been classified as
T1a. In the seventh edition, patients with melanomas of Breslow thickness 0.75 mm to 1.00
mm without ulceration were classified as T1a. The same patients in the eighth edition are
now described as having Breslow thickness 0.8 mm to 1.0 mm without ulceration, are
classified as T1b to reflect their worse MSS and increased risk of SLN metastasis (T1b 5–
12% vs T1a <5%) [11,57–60] compared to patients with nonulcerated melanomas <0.8 mm
(T1a) and should be offered SLN biopsy.
3.2.

Implications of changes to the N category criteria and stage III subgroups
As in the seventh edition, there was significant heterogeneity in prognosis for those with
stage III regional disease by N category designation in the eighth edition patient cohort
(Figures 2 and 4). In the eighth edition, the Melanoma Expert Panel added further
granularity throughout the N category by providing clarity of definitions, and increased
subcategories from 5 to 9 to reflect factors associated with patient prognosis: (1) extent of
regional node tumor involvement [clinically occult (N1a, N2a, N3a) vs clinically detected
(N1b, N2b, N3b)], (2) number of tumor-involved regional nodes, and (3) presence of
microsatellites, satellites, or in-transit metastases (N1c, N2c, N3c).
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In the eighth edition, 4 stage III subgroups were created (compared to 3 in the seventh
edition) with additional contributions from primary tumor features and extent of regional
node tumor involvement (Table 5). For example, in the seventh edition, patients with up to 3
clinically occult tumor-involved regional lymph nodes and melanoma of any Breslow
thickness were either stage IIIA or IIIB depending on presence or absence of primary
melanoma ulceration. In the eighth edition, patients with up to 3 clinically occult tumorinvolved regional lymph nodes may be IIIA, IIIB, or IIIC depending on primary tumor
thickness and presence/absence of ulceration.
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In the eighth edition AJCC analyses, patients with stage III had widely variable prognosis,
ranging from 93% 5-year MSS for stage IIIA to 32% for stage IIID disease (Figure 4) [11].
In comparison, patients with stage III disease in the seventh edition had overall worse
prognosis with 5-year MSS for stage IIIA, IIIB, and IIIC disease of 78%, 59%, and 40%,
respectively [8]. These significant differences in prognosis, particularly of patients with
stage IIIA and IIIB disease between the seventh and eighth edition staging systems, has
important implications for clinical decision, patient counseling, and risk stratifying patients
for consideration of possible adjuvant therapy. When interpreting adjuvant therapy clinical
trials [6,7,61–64], one must be cognizant that trial participants with stage IIIA/B/C (as
defined by the seventh edition staging system) are at higher risk and have worse prognosis
than patients with similar stage III subgroup as defined by the eighth edition staging system.
3.3.

Implications of changes to the M category criteria
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In the eighth edition AJCC staging system, stage IV patients are categorized by site of
disease (M1a: non-visceral distant cutaneous, subcutaneous, or nodal sites; M1b: lung; M1c:
non-CNS visceral sites; and M1d: CNS sites) (Table 3). Given the poor prognosis associated
with the development of CNS metastases in melanoma patients, this group of patients have
often been excluded from some clinical trials, while in other studies the presence of CNS
disease has been used as a criterion for protocol inclusion and/or stratification [2,6–7,64–
71]. With the addition of the new M1d designation to describe patients with distant
metastasis to the CNS with or without other distant sites of disease, the eighth edition
staging system not only better reflects the poorer prognosis of patients with CNS metastasis
but will also facilitate clinical trial design and analysis.

4.

Five-year view
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Author Manuscript

A thorough knowledge and understanding of prognostic factors and staging of cutaneous
melanoma is crucial for initial patient assessment, treatment planning and sequencing, in the
development of surveillance strategies, and for clinical trial design and analysis. The eighth
edition of the AJCC melanoma staging system is a standardized and contemporary staging
system to facilitate patient risk stratification and guide treatment. Recently reported clinical
trials of adjuvant targeted and immune checkpoint therapies in patients with stage III and IV
melanoma [6,7] as well as of immediate CLND versus nodal observation in patients with
sentinel-node metastasis [29] are practice-changing. Looking ahead, fewer immediate
CLNDs will likely be performed, resulting in decrease in staging and prognostic
information. Clinical decisions regarding adjuvant systemic therapies will need to be made
in the absence of CLND-associated staging and prognostic information. Future staging
systems and prognostic models will need to be revised to reflect these changes.
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•

Staging has significant impact on prognostic assessment, treatment decisionmaking, and clinical trial planning, design, and analysis.

•

The AJCC melanoma staging system currently represents the most widely
accepted approach to staging and classification at initial diagnosis. The eighth
edition was implemented nationwide in the United States on January 1, 2018.

•

Primary tumor thickness and ulceration continue to be important prognostic
factors for survival and define T-category strata in the eighth edition AJCC
staging system. Mitotic rate is no longer used as a T-category criterion,
although it should be documented for all patients

•

The N category reflects both the number and extent of tumor-involved
regional nodes as well as extent of non-nodal regional metastasis.

•

Stage III groupings are based on both T and N category criteria and increased
from three to four subgroups

•

The site of distant metastases remains the primary component of the M
category. A new M1d designation was added to designate metastasis to the
CNS and reflects the poor prognosis of these patients.

•

DeCOG-SLT and MSLT-II are landmark trials that reported no difference in
MSS comparing patients with sentinel-node metastasis who underwent
immediate CLND versus nodal observation. These results are practicechanging and may lead to fewer immediate CLND and loss of valuable
staging and prognostic information. Future staging system and prognostic
models will need to reflect such changes in practice.
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Comparison of AJCC seventh edition and AJCC eighth edition staging systems: melanomaspecific survival of patients with stage I and II melanoma by T subcategory. All patients with
T1N0 melanoma were included. Patients with T2 to T4 melanoma were included only if
they had negative sentinel lymph nodes. aWith permission from Gershenwald JE, Scolyer
RA, Hess KR, Sondak VK, et al. Melanoma staging: evidence-based changes in the
American Joint Committee on Cancer eighth edition cancer staging manual. CA Cancer J
Clin. 2017; 67:472–491.bWith permission from Balch CM, Gershenwald JE, Soong SJ, et al.
Final version of 2009 AJCC melanoma staging and classification. J Clin Oncol.
2009;27:6199–6206.
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Figure 2.

Melanoma-specific survival by (A, B) N categories and (C) presence or absence of
microsatellites, satellites, and/or in-transit metastases. With permission from Gershenwald
JE, Scolyer RA, Hess KR, Sondak VK, et al. Melanoma staging: evidence-based changes in
the American Joint Committee on Cancer eighth edition cancer staging manual. CA Cancer
J Clin. 2017; 67:472–491.
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Comparison of AJCC seventh edition and AJCC eighth edition staging systems: melanomaspecific survival of patients by stage I and II subgroups. aWith permission from
Gershenwald JE, Scolyer RA, Hess KR, Sondak VK, et al. Melanoma staging: evidencebased changes in the American Joint Committee on Cancer eighth edition cancer staging
manual. CA Cancer J Clin. 2017; 67:472–491.bWith permission from Balch CM,
Gershenwald JE, Soong SJ, et al. Final version of 2009 AJCC melanoma staging and
classification. J Clin Oncol. 2009;27:6199–6206.
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Comparison of AJCC seventh edition and AJCC eighth edition staging systems: melanomaspecific survival of patients by stage III subgroups. aWith permission from Gershenwald JE,
Scolyer RA, Hess KR, Sondak VK, et al. Melanoma staging: evidence-based changes in the
American Joint Committee on Cancer eighth edition cancer staging manual. CA Cancer J
Clin. 2017; 67:472–491.bWith permission from Balch CM, Gershenwald JE, Soong SJ, et al.
Final version of 2009 AJCC melanoma staging and classification. J Clin Oncol.
2009;27:6199–6206.
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AJCC eighth edition pathological prognostic groups (TNM) for stage I to IV cutaneous
melanoma. T0 – no evidence of primary tumor (e.g. unknown primary or completely
regressed melanoma); Tis – melanoma in situ; TX – thickness cannot be assessed; NX –
Regional nodes not assessed (e.g. SLN biopsy not performed, regional nodes previously
removed for another reason). Exception: pathological N category is not required for T1
melanoma, use cN. *Pathological stage is IV for Any T, any N and M1 disease. aAdapted
and used with permission from Gershenwald JE, Scolyer RA, Hess KR, Sondak VK, et al.
Melanoma staging: evidence-based changes in the American Joint Committee on Cancer
eighth edition cancer staging manual. CA Cancer J Clin. 2017; 67:472–491.
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>2.0–4.0 mm

>4.0 mm

T4b

With ulceration

Without ulceration

Unknown or unspecified

With ulceration

Without ulceration

Unknown or unspecified

With ulceration

Without ulceration

>4.00 mm

>4.00 mm

>4.00 mm

2.01–4.00 mm

2.01–4.00 mm

2.01–4.00 mm

1.01–2.00 mm

1.01–2.00 mm

1.01–2.00 mm

≤1.0 mm

≤1.0 mm

≤1.0 mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

Thickness

With ulceration

Without ulceration

Unknown or unspecified

With ulceration

Without ulceration

Unknown or unspecified

With ulceration

Without ulceration

Unknown or unspecified

With ulceration or ≥1 mitosis/mm2

Without ulceration and <1 mitosis/mm2

Unknown or unspecified

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ulceration status

7th Edition (implemented 2010)
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Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual,
7th Edition (2009), published by Springer Verlag (Balch CM, Gershenwald JE, Soong SJ, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Edge SB, Byrd D, Compton C, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer Staging Manual. 7th Ed.
New York: Springer; 2009: 325–344).

b

Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual,
8th Edition (2017), published by Springer International Publishing (Gershenwald JE, Scolyer RA, Hess KR, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Amin AB, Edge SB, Greene, FL, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer
Staging Manual. 8th Ed. New York: Springer; 2017:563–585).

a

N/A, not applicable; TX, primary tumor thickness cannot be assessed (e.g. diagnosis by curettage); T0, no evidence of primary tumor (e.g. unknown primary or completely regressed melanoma); Tis,
melanoma in situ.

>4.0 mm

T4a

>4.0 mm

T3b

T4

>2.0–4.0 mm

T3a

>2.0–4.0 mm

>1.0–2.0 mm

T2b

T3

>1.0–2.0 mm

T2a

Unknown or unspecified

With or without ulceration

>1.0–2.0 mm

0.8–1.0 mm

T2

With ulceration

Without ulceration

Unknown or unspecified

<0.8 mm

≤1.0 mm

T1

N/A

N/A

T1b

N/A

Tis

<0.8 mm

N/A

T0

N/A

Ulceration status

T1a

N/A

Thickness

TX

T Category

8th Edition (implemented 2018)

Comparison of AJCC 7th edition and AJCC 8th edition T category (primary tumor) criteria .
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No regional lymph node disease

N1c

2 or 3, at least 1 of which was clinically detected

1 clinically occult or clinically detected

N2b

N2c

Expert Rev Anticancer Ther. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2020 November 09.

≥2 clinically occult or clinically detected and/or presence of any
number of matted nodes

≥4, at least 1 of which was clinically detected, or presence of any
number of matted nodes

≥4 clinically occult (i.e. detected by SLNB)

Yes

No

No

In transit metastases or
satellites without
metastatic nodes

No

No

–

No

No

No

No

No

Presence of in-transit,
satellite, and/or
microsatellite metastases

–

–

–

–

–

–

≥4 metastatic nodes, or matted nodes, or in transit metastases/
satellites with metastatic nodes

0

2–3 with macrometastasis (clinically
detectable and pathologically
confirmed)

2–3 with micrometastasis (detected
by SLNB)

–

1 with macrometastasis (clinically
detectable and pathologically
confirmed)

1 with micrometastasis (detected by
SLNB)

1

0

Regional nodes not assessed (e.g.
SLNB not performed, regional nodes
previously removed for another reason)

Number of tumor-involved regional
lymph nodes and nodal metastatic
burden

7th Edition

Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual,
8th Edition (2017), published by Springer International Publishing (Gershenwald JE, Scolyer RA, Hess KR, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Amin AB, Edge SB, Greene, FL, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer
Staging Manual. 8th Ed. New York: Springer; 2017:563–585).

a

SLNB, sentinel lymph node biopsy; –, No counterpart in AJCC 7th Edition.

N3c

N3b

N3a

Yes

No

No

≥4 tumor-involved nodes or in-transit, satellite, and/or microsatellite metastases with ≥2 tumor-involved nodes,
or any number of matted nodes without or with in-transit, satellite, and/or microsatellite metastases

2 or 3 clinically occult (i.e. detected by SLNB)

N2a

N3

Yes

No

No

2 or 3 tumor-involved nodes or in-transit, satellite, and/or microsatellite metastases with 1 tumor-involved node

1 clinically detected

N1b

N2

1 clinically occult (i.e. detected by SLNB)

N1a

1 tumor-involved node or in-transit, satellite, and/or microsatellite metastases with no tumor-involved nodes

N1

No

No regional metastases detected

N0

No

Regional nodes not assessed (e.g. SLNB not performed, regional
nodes previously removed for another reason)
Exception: pathological N category is not required for T1
melanomas, use cN.

Presence of in-transit, satellite,
and/or microsatellite metastases

NX

N Category

Number of tumor-involved regional lymph nodes and nodal
metastatic burden

8th Edition

Comparison of AJCC 7th edition and AJCC 8th edition N category (regional metastasis) criteria .
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Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual,
7th Edition (2009), published by Springer Verlag (Balch CM, Gershenwald JE, Soong SJ, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Edge SB, Byrd D, Compton C, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer Staging Manual. 7th Ed.
New York: Springer; 2009: 325–344.
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Elevated

M1d(1)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

All other visceral metastases Any distant
metastasis

Lung metastases

–

–

Distant skin, subcutaneous, or nodal metastases

Evidence of distant metastasis

No distant metastases

Anatomic Site

7th Edition

–

–

–

–

–

Normal Elevated

–

–

Normal

–

–

Normal

LDH Level

Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual,
7th Edition (2009), published by Springer Verlag (Balch CM, Gershenwald JE, Soong SJ, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Edge SB, Byrd D, Compton C, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer Staging Manual. 7th Ed.
New York: Springer; 2009: 325–344).

b

a
Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual,
8th Edition (2017), published by Springer International Publishing (Gershenwald JE, Scolyer RA, Hess KR, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Amin AB, Edge SB, Greene, FL, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer
Staging Manual. 8th Ed. New York: Springer; 2017:563–585).

LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; –, No counterpart in AJCC 7th Edition.

Not elevated

Not recorded or unspecified

M1d(0)

Distant metastasis to CNS with or without M1a, M1b, or M1c sites of disease

Elevated

M1c(1)

M1d

Not elevated

M1c(0)

Not recorded or unspecified

Elevated

Distant metastasis to non-CNS visceral sites with or without M1a or M1b sites of
disease

M1b(1)

M1c

Not elevated

M1b(0)

Not recorded or unspecified

Elevated

M1b

Not elevated

Not recorded or unspecified

M1a(1)

Distant metastasis to lung with or without M1a sites of disease

LDH Level
Not applicable

M1a(0)

Distant metastasis to skin, soft tissue including muscles, and/or nonregional
lymph node

Evidence of distant metastasis

M1a

M1

Anatomic Site

No evidence of distant metastasis

M0

M Category

8th Edition

Comparison of AJCC 7th edition and AJCC 8th edition M category (distant metastasis) criteria .
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Comparison of AJCC 7th edition and AJCC 8th edition clinical stage groups .
8th Edition

7th Edition
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Clinical Stage Group

T

N

M

T

N

M

0

Tis

N0

M0

Tis

N0

M0

IA

T1a

N0

M0

T1a

N0

M0

IB

T1b

N0

M0

T1b

N0

M0

T2a

N0

M0

T2a

N0

M0

IIA

T2b

N0

M0

T2b

N0

M0

T3a

N0

M0

T3a

N0

M0

IIB

T3b

N0

M0

T3b

N0

M0

T4a

N0

M0

T4a

N0

M0

IIC

T4b

N0

M0

T4b

N0

M0

III

Any T

≥N1

M0

Any T

N > N0

M0

IV

Any T

Any N

M1

Any T

Any N

M1

a

Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source
for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual, 8th Edition (2017), published by Springer International Publishing (Gershenwald JE,
Scolyer RA, Hess KR, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Amin AB, Edge SB, Greene, FL, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer Staging Manual. 8th Ed. New
York: Springer; 2017:563–585).

b

Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source
for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual, 7th Edition (2009), published by Springer Verlag (Balch CM, Gershenwald JE, Soong SJ,
et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Edge SB, Byrd D, Compton C, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer Staging Manual. 7th Ed. New York: Springer; 2009:
325–344).
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T

T2b/T3a
T0
T1a-T3a
T3b/T4a
T4b
T4b

IIIB

IIIB

IIIC

IIIC

IIIC

IIIC

IIID

N

N3a/b/c

N1a-N2c

Any N ≥N1

N2c or N3a/b/c

N2b, N2c, N3b, or N3c

N1a-N2b

N1b/c or N2b

N1b, N1c

N1a or N2a

M

M0

M0

M0

M0

M0

M0

M0

M0

M0

T

–

–

Any T

T1–4b

–

T1–4a

T1–4b

–

T1–4a

–

–

N3

N1b, N2b, or N2c

–

N1b, N2b, or N2c

N1a or N2a

–

N1a or N2a

N

7th Edition
M

–

–

M0

M0

–

M0

M0

–

M0

Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual,
7th Edition (2009), published by Springer Verlag (Balch CM, Gershenwald JE, Soong SJ, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Edge SB, Byrd D, Compton C, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer Staging Manual. 7th Ed.
New York: Springer; 2009: 325–344.

b

Adapted from and used with permission of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), Chicago, Illinois. The original and primary source for this information is the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual,
8th Edition (2017), published by Springer International Publishing (Gershenwald JE, Scolyer RA, Hess KR, et al. Melanoma of the Skin. In: Amin AB, Edge SB, Greene, FL, et al. (Eds). AJCC Cancer
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